Each pulse train emitted by acoustic transmitters consists of 7 pulses with fixed time intervals between the first two pulses (the synchronization interval). The synch time must be within a very specific range for the transmission to be recognized by the VR2W. The synch number represents the number of pulse trains sent out by tags within range of the VR2W. The intervals between pulses 5 and 6 and 6 and 7 are known as checksums and if changed then the transmission is not recorded as a true detection (and is logged as a rejection, Simpfendorfer et al. 2008) . A pulse train must have valid synch and checksum intervals to be logged as a detection. For each receiver we calculated the rejection coefficient (RCF=Rejections/Synchs), and the noise quotient (N=Pulses-(7*Synchs)). A positive N suggests environmental noise, while negative values suggest that acoustic collisions are more significant than noise (Simpfendorfer et al. 2008) . RCF values were arcsine transformed to conform to normality. RCF values differed between receivers (One-way ANOVA, d.f.=1124, F=20.14, p<0.001) which was due to the Deep receiver (0.03 ± 0.03) and the West Spur and Groove (0.02 ± 0.03) having higher RCF values than the others. However, RCF values were still low with on average only 3 % of detections being rejected due to invalid checksums. The noise quotients also varied between receivers, with more positive values on the deep receiver (One-way ANOVA, d.f.=2238, F=24.0, p<0.001). The noise quotients varied widely, but overall were centered around 0. The deep receiver showed seasonal changes, with evidence of increased acoustic noise in the fall. These results show that receivers performed similarly, with the exception of the deep receiver which suffered from increased acoustic noise during the fall. However, although there were negative spikes in the noise quotient, there did not appear to be evidence of excessive acoustic collisions from multiple transmitters. Note that the receivers with the highest RCF values were also the receivers with the most detections.
Seasonal changes in the the noise quotient of the deep receiver. Note increased acoustic noise during the fall. 
